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. $N(0\}=0$. $N(t)$. $Pr\{N(t+\Delta t)-N(t)\geq 2\}=o(\Delta t)$. $Pr\{N(t+\Delta t)-N(t)=1\}=\lambda\triangle t+o(\Delta t)$
$N(t)$
$Pr\{N(t)=n\} = \frac{\{\Lambda(t)\}^{n}}{n!}\exp\{-\Lambda(t)\}, n=0,1,2, \cdots$ , (3)
$\Lambda(t) = \int_{0}^{t}\lambda(x)dx$ . (4)
$N(t)$ $A(t)$ $\lambda(t)=d\Lambda(t)/dt$ NHPP





$t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $n$
$\eta(>0)$ $\beta(>1)$
$(\hat{\eta},\hat{\beta})$
$\log L_{NHPP}(\beta, \eta|t_{i})=\sum_{i=1}^{n}\log\lambda(t_{i};\eta, \beta)-\Lambda(t_{n};\eta, \beta)$ . (6)
(6) $(\hat{\eta},\hat{\beta})$
$\hat{\beta} = \frac{n}{n\log t_{n}-\sum_{i=1}^{n}\log t_{i}}$ , (7)
$\hat{\eta} = (\frac{t_{n}^{\hat{\beta}}}{n})^{\beta}4$ (8)
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$t_{0}^{*}\wedge$ $t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$
$t_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $t_{n}$ $m(>0)$ $k$




HPP $w_{k,i}^{*}(i=1,2, \cdots, n, k=1,2, \cdots,m)$
4
(i)NHPP (NHPP-$BS$ 1) :
$t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $\hat{\eta}$ $\hat{\beta}$
NHPP $t_{k,i}^{*}$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $m$
$i=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $n$ $t_{k,1}^{*}$
$F(t_{k,1}^{*})=1-\exp\{-\Lambda(t_{k_{\}}1}^{*})\}$ 2 $t_{k,j}^{*}(j=2, \cdots, n)$
$F(t_{k,j}^{*}|t_{k,J-1}^{*})=1-\exp[-\Lambda(t_{k,j}^{*})+\Lambda(t_{k,j-1}^{*})]$
$t_{k,1}^{*} = \hat{\eta}[-\log(U_{k}(0,1))]\not\supset 1$ , (9)
$t_{k,j}^{*} = [-\hat{\eta}^{\hat{\beta}}\log(U_{k}(0,1))+t_{k,j-1}^{*\hat{\beta}}]^{\frac{1}{\beta}}$ (10)
$U_{k}(0,1)$ [0,1] (9) (10)
$m$ $(\hat{\beta}_{k},\hat{\eta}_{k})(k=1,2, \cdots, m)$
(ii)NHPP (NHPP-$BS$ 2) :
$t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $n$
$t_{ki}^{*}(i=1,2, \cdots, n, k=1,2, \cdots, m)$ $m$
$(\hat{\beta}_{k,\hat{\eta}_{k}})(k=1,2, \cdots, m)$
$(iii\rangle HPP$ (HPP-$BS$ 1) :
$\lambda=1$ $w_{ki}^{*}$
HPP $k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $m$ $i=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $n$
$t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $\hat{\eta}$
$\hat{\beta}$ NHPP $t_{ki}^{*}$
$m$ $(\hat{\beta}_{k},\hat{\eta}_{k})(k=1,2, \cdots, m)$
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(iv)HPP (HPP-$BS$ 2) :
$t_{i}(i=1,2, \cdots, n)$ $\hat{\eta}$ $\hat{\beta}$
(HPP )
$n$
$w_{ki}^{*}$ $(i=1,2, \cdots , n, k=1,2, \cdots, m)$ NHPP
$t_{ki}^{*}$ $m$
$(\hat{\beta}_{k,\hat{\eta}_{k}})(k=1,2, \cdots, m)$
4 $m$ $(\hat{\beta}_{k},\hat{\eta}_{k})(k=1,2, \cdots, m)$ (2)
$m$ $t_{0}^{*}$ (1)
$C(t_{0}^{*})$ $m$ $t_{0}^{*}$ $C(t_{0}^{*})$
$t_{0}^{*}$ $m$ $t_{0}^{*}[k]$
$k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $m$ $t_{0}^{*}[k]$ $t_{0}^{*}[1]\leq t_{0}^{*}[2]\leq\cdots\leq t_{0}^{*}[m]$
$C(t_{0}^{*})$ $m$ $C(t_{0}^{*}\}[k](C(t_{0}^{*})[1]\leq C(t_{0}^{*})[2]\leq\cdots\leq C(t_{0}^{*})[m])$
$t_{0}^{*}[m/2]$ $BS$ $\overline{t}_{0}^{*}=(\sum_{k=1}^{m}t_{0}^{*}[k])/m$ $BS$ $\alpha\in(0,1\}$
100 $(1-\alpha$ % $[t_{0}^{*}[m(\alpha/2)\cdot], t_{0}^{*}[m(1-\alpha/2)]]$
V $S$ $K$
$V = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m-1}(t_{0}^{*}[k]-\overline{t}_{0}^{*})^{2}}{m-1}$ , (11)
$S = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m}(t_{0}^{*}[k]-\overline{t}_{0}^{*})^{3}}{mV^{\frac{3}{2}}}$ , (12)











$n$ $n=5$ $n=245$ 5
$BS$ ( ) ( ) 95 %






95 % 9- 10
95 % $t_{[95|}^{*}$ 95




and Escobar [4] ($n=71$ 0. $359hr$ )
$(\hat{\beta},\hat{\eta})=(2.76,5.45)$
$c_{1}=1,$ $c_{2}=1000$ 95%
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1: NHPP-$BS$ 1 2: HPP-$BS$ 1
3: NHPP-$BS$ 2 4: HPP-$BS$ 2
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5: NHPP-$BS$ 1 6: HPP-$BS$ 1
7: NHPP-$BS$ 2 8: HPP-$BS$ 2
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9: 95 % 10: 95 %
11: NHPP-$BS$ 2 12: NHPP-$BS$ 2
9: NHPP-$BS$ 2
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